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	Module 1 Basics of Assertion Based Verification
	Objectives
	Upon completion of this module, you will have discussed:
	Brief history and background of Assertion Based Verification (ABV)
	The process of assertion based verification
	Overview and introduction to PSL syntax
	PSL Layers: Boolean, Temporal, Verification, Modeling
	Flavors
	Boolean
	Some simple examples
	Verification Trend
	Notes:

	Why Traditional Simulation Is Not Sufficient
	Notes:


	Functional Coverage
	What do we mean by functional coverage? Before defining this we need to take a step back in the d...
	It is necessary to be able to define the functions that a design should perform. Any complete ver...
	Code coverage would tell us how many of the design lines of code had been activated during the ve...
	Functional coverage would tell us how many of the functions have been activated. This can only be...
	By defining properties for all functions it is then possible to verify if the properties have bee...
	Assertion Based Verification — What Is It?
	Notes:


	Black Box testing:
	Generating test to verify a design based only on the knowledge of what the specification is for f...
	While Box testing:
	Generating tests to verify a design with knowledge of the internal implementation. These tests ar...
	Grey Box testing:
	A recent term indicating a verification suite that combines elements of both White and Black Box ...
	Assertion Based Verification — Why?
	Notes:

	An Example of Assertion Usage
	Notes:


	Traditional verification would pick up that a packet was decoded incorrectly. However if this fai...
	Initial thoughts would have suggested the design of the Packet decode, or maybe the implementatio...
	By monitoring the internal bus continually, using an assertion based technique, the problem could...
	This could have been done with inline assertions, in the design blocks themselves, or by adding a...
	Open Verification Library — OVL
	Notes:


	The OVL is written in the standard syntax for whichever language is required. They do nothing tha...
	They provide a set of standard functions which would save time in generating comprehensive Verifi...
	Why PSL?
	Notes:

	Assertion versus Property
	Notes:


	In other words, a Property is a statement about the design that must hold true, and an Assertion ...
	What Properties Are Written About
	Notes:


	Who writes properties?
	Architects, designers and verification engineers.

	What are properties written about?
	Block functionality
	FIFOs, FSMs, Control Logic, etc.

	Interface assumptions between blocks
	Clocks, resets, I/F handshakes, asynchronous clock boundary crossings, low level block to block t...

	Bus Protocols
	Required or disallowed patterns or signal transitions
	Transaction models


	Where are properties (and assertions) written?
	Separately (e.g. vunits in PSL) or embedded in HDL, checker modules

	How are properties used in verification?
	Confirm correct operation, Find bugs, Generating/constraining stimulus, Functional Coverage

	The Needs of Designers, Verification Engineers and Architects are considered in more detail in sl...
	The slides consider what the various people need, and the different use models that each would be...
	PSL Language Structure Pyramid
	Notes:


	PSL language is made up of a number of assertions, which can either be placed into the synthesiza...
	At the bottom level of the pyramid are Boolean Expressions, these are used by themselves, or to b...
	For example:
	whenever a and b hold in one cycle then in the next cycle c and d will occur, and in the subseque...
	a,b,c and d are signals
	(a and b) (c and d) are boolean expressions
	(c and d occurring followed by e) is a sequence
	The complete sentence is a property, which can be written as
	always ((a and b) ->next {(c and d); e})
	The directive to tell the simulator what to do with a property is the final item needed to create...
	For example:
	assert always ((a and b) ->next {(c and d); e});
	tells the simulator that this property should occur, and to give a warning if it does not.
	There is also a modeling layer which provides a means to model behavior of design inputs. This is...
	This layer also has four flavors (Verilog, VHDL, System Verilog and GDL).
	PSL Language Structure
	Notes:


	This shows the same language structure as the pyramid of the previous slide, and illustrates the ...
	You can clearly see here how boolean expressions are used to make up sequences. The properties de...
	Having defined the property, the directive then tells the verification tool how to handle it. In ...
	It is possible to define the properties independently of the directives. This could allow 'librar...
	PSL Flavors
	Notes:


	HDL = Hardware Design (Description) Language
	HVL = Hardware Verification Language
	Flavor Differences
	Notes:


	In most cases the Verilog and the System Verilog Flavors are the same, the exception here is for ...
	It can be seen that some aspects of GDL are a combination of the other two flavors. However it ca...
	By having different flavors it is easier to learn the language. If you are a Verilog or a VHDL us...
	A VHDL path separator will only be seen in binding vunits to specific instances. However instance...
	N.B. inf is short for infinite.
	Flavor Differences (Cont.)
	Notes:

	We will discuss boolean expressions further in a few slides.
	Simple Flavor Examples
	Notes:


	We will not directly discuss GDL or System Verilog in further slides.
	Note the placing of the brackets. The simple subset does not allow the following interpretation:
	property mutex is never ((A and B) @rising_edge(clk));
	The 'never' operator only works with a boolean or a sequence in the simple subset. (see later in ...
	PSL Language Structure Pyramid
	Notes:


	Looking at the structure pyramid again, we will now look in more detail at the lowest element, Bo...
	Boolean Expressions
	Notes:


	This is the area where a Verilog or VHDL user will be most at home. Any Boolean expression they a...
	This means that std_logic signals can be used with signal names only, if the result is 0 or 1. If...
	Examples:
	With the following VHDL signal declarations:
	signal a, b, c, d : std_logic;
	signal v,u, : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0)
	The following are valid boolean expressions in PSL:
	not (a and b)
	( v = "00000000")
	( (c = 'H') and (d = '1') )
	( u = X"34")
	The following is not valid:
	((not v) and u)
	As with many boolean examples, the use of parenthesis is recommended to ensure that your expressi...
	Clock Expressions
	Notes:


	Rose and fell are functions that are specific to PSL, and can be used across the flavors. We will...
	Specifying a Default Clock
	Notes:


	Clocks are effectively sample points. The sequences or properties are only checked on the specifi...
	Unclocked properties must hold continuously for them to be valid.
	Use of unclocked properties is not recommended. It causes a large overhead on the simulator opera...
	Questa limits the use of unclocked properties. (see future module).
	PSL Language Structure Pyramid
	Notes:


	Looking at the structure pyramid again, we are now moving up the structure, to consider the tempo...
	Temporal Layer
	Notes:

	Sequences
	Notes:

	Sequence Time Steps
	Notes:


	This slide illustrates the relationship between the temporal concatenation operator, boolean expr...
	If there is a defined boolean expression for this time, then the repetition operator applies to t...
	The final example {a; b[*3]; [*0 to 4]; c} above could mean any of the following:
	{a; b; b; b; c}
	{a; b; b; b; ; c}
	{a; b; b; b; ; ; c}
	{a; b; b; b; ; ; ; c}
	{a; b; b; b; ; ; ; ; c}
	Some Sequence Operators
	Notes:


	; - Separates time points from each other to form a sequence.
	[ ] - The 3 kinds of repetition are consecutive (includes the [+]), non-consecutive and Goto
	Consecutive: all the variants ensure that the condition holds continuously, until the end of the ...
	X[*] x is continuously asserted for an undefined number of cycles
	X[*2] x is asserted for 2 consecutive cycles
	X[*2 to 5] x is continuously asserted for at least 2 consecutive cycles but not more than 5 conse...
	Non-consecutive: This identifies the number of times the condition holds in the path, either dire...
	For example:
	X[=n] holds tightly on a path if and only if X occurs exactly n times along the path.
	X[=3] time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
	X 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
	This holds for the entire path.
	Goto - is similar to the non-consecutive, but the last occurrence of the condition holding must b...
	X[->3] time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
	X 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
	This holds for the entire path.
	X[->] holds if the condition occurs in the last cycle of the path, but in none previously.
	X[->] time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
	X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
	Examples of Sequences
	Notes:


	Examples of Sequences (Cont.)
	Notes:

	Examples of Sequences (Cont.)
	Notes:
	Short Break and Questions
	Notes:

	Named Sequences
	Notes:


	The first example simply defines a bus request sequence.
	In the second example an acknowledge sequence is defined which is valid for both a read and a wri...
	Some Definitions
	Notes:


	Examples will help understanding of the above terms
	holds tightly:
	{a;b;c} holds tightly on a path if and only if
	the path is of length 3
	'a' is true in the first cycle
	'b' is true in the second cycle
	'c' is true in the third

	{a[*];b} holds tightly on a path if and only if
	'b' is true in the last cycle
	'a' is true on all preceding cycles

	holds:
	'p' holds in the first cycle of a path if and only if
	'p' evaluates to TRUE in the first cycle

	{a;b;c} holds on a path if and only if
	'a' is true in the first cycle
	'b' is true in the second cycle
	'c' is true in the third
	(the path may be longer than 3)

	{a[*];b} holds on a path if and only if
	the path contains a cycle in which 'b' holds
	'a' is true on all cycles before that cycle.
	('b' does not have to hold on the last cycle)
	PSL Language Structure Pyramid
	Notes:

	Properties
	Notes:

	Logical Implications
	Notes:


	These are know as the Logical Implication operator (->) and the Logical iff operator (<->)
	If both sides of these two operators are boolean, then these operators will work in the boolean l...
	(a->b) is equivalent to the boolean expression ((not a) or b)
	(a<->b) is equivalent to the boolean expression ((a and b) or ((not a) and (not b)))
	With the -> operator the right hand side may be a property, even for the simple subset, which mea...
	For example:
	a -> next b
	This mans that if a is true in the current cycle, then b must hold in the following cycle.
	Another example using a property on the RHS is:
	(a and b) -> (always {c;d})
	This means that if a and b are true in the current cycle, then starting from this cycle the seque...
	Suffix Implications
	Notes:


	A sequence is just one type of property, so you can have a sequence on both sides of the operator.
	The Suffix Implication family of operators are used for sequential implications. In these cases t...
	For example:
	{a ;b} |-> {c;d}
	This means if b is true in this cycle, and a was true in the immediately previous cycle, then c s...
	1 2 3 4 5
	a - - - -
	- b - - -
	- c - - -
	- - d - -
	{a ;b} |=> {c;d}
	This means if b is true in this cycle, and a was true in the immediately previous cycle, then c s...
	1 2 3 4 5
	a - - - -
	- b - - -
	- - c - -
	- - - d -
	Property Operators
	Notes:


	Some examples:
	always{a; b; c}
	will test the sequence in every cycle, and fail if it does not hold at any point.

	always((a and b) -> next c)
	checks that if a and b are true in any cycle, then c is true in the following cycle, indicates fa...

	never ((a and b ->next not c) or (c -> next (not d or e)))
	will fail if either of the two situations hold at any point, the two situations being:
	c being 'false' the cycle after a and b are both true
	either e is true or d is false the cycle after c is true


	eventually! (a and b)
	will evaluate true if in some cycle a and b are both true
	In the simple subset 'never' and 'eventually!' can only be used with sequences or Booleans. Quest...
	Property Operator Waveforms
	Notes:


	The final sample uses two property operators, the 'always' operator means that everytime a 'req' ...
	Property Terminating Operators
	Notes:


	Officially known as 'Compound Property operators'
	Abort is an operator that terminates properties, while until just stops the checking of the prope...
	always (a -> next b) abort c
	The abort will take precedence. When c occurs, the abort will stop this property doing any assert...
	(always a -> eventually! b) abort c
	Here the braces ensure that the abort applies to the complete property, including the always, so ...
	Because until only stops the checking of the Left hand side, the results may be slightly differen...
	Examples of Properties
	Notes:


	always ({go} |=> {a;b;c;d})
	If go holds then the next cycle a will hold, subsequently b, then c, then d.

	always ({req} |=> {not req and ack; [*1 to 5]; dma_req})
	If req holds then the next cycle should see it removed, and ack become true, then within 5 cycles...

	always ({a;b} |=>(c until d))
	If the sequence a followed by b occurs then the following cycle c will be true, and remain so unt...

	If the last example had been bracketed differently, it would have meant something quite different.
	(always ({a;b} |=> {c})) until d
	If the sequence a followed by b occurs then the following cycle c will occur. This property will ...

	The dotted lines on this page and the next show the point after which a property can fail, or whe...
	Examples of Properties (Cont.)
	Notes:

	always (a -> next (b until c))
	following a cycle in which a holds, b will go true, and will remain so until c occurs.
	This is similar to the last one on the previous page, but in that case the until was used when a ...

	always (a -> (next (b -> (eventually! c))))
	If a is true in a cycle, then the property (next (b-> eventually! c)) must be true in the same cy...
	For the property (b-> eventually! c) to hold in a cycle, then b must be true, and the property ev...
	The key trigger is a becoming true in a cycle. However for this entire property to hold, b does N...
	Be careful about bracketing with this. If you rely on the operator precedence this will be a prop...

	always({a} |=> {b [*0 to 10]; c})
	After a cycle in which a holds, b will become true, and then at some time between 0 and the speci...
	The diagram shows the two extreme possibilities of the property, but other waveforms will also al...
	So You Understand Properties?
	Notes:

	Named Properties
	Notes:


	Property definitions may include references to other named properties and sequences. Thus a 'hier...
	PSL Language Structure Pyramid
	Notes:

	Verification Layer
	Notes:

	Directives
	Notes:


	There are examples of directive labels on a following page.
	Directives Defined
	Notes:


	The Language Specification states that 'Vacuous success is when a property holds simply because t...
	When the condition of an implication (normally the Left Hand Side) is false, the sequence holds (...
	If the only reason why the property never failed is because the consequent of the implication was...
	To explain this more simply, consider the example always ({a;b} |=>{c;d}).
	If the sequence {a;b} never occurs, the property is unable to fail. It can only fail if sequence ...
	If {a;b} occurs, then the property passes vacuously.
	If {a;b} does occur, and is always followed by the sequence {c,d} then the property passes non-va...

	Vacuous successes can mislead you in determining functional coverage if they are not identified s...
	For example:
	always((a and b) -> next {c; d} )
	The expression (a and b) is the condition or the antecedent.
	The sequence {c; d} is the consequent
	If (a and b) never evaluate to true, then this property holds. This is a VACUOUS success.

	To get a NON_VACUOUS success we need to see (a and b) evaluating to TRUE, followed by the sequenc...
	Directives Examples
	Notes:


	In most of these examples properties will have been defined separately, using property names.
	The reports will be seen in the transcript, or in the assertion output file after simulation.
	Assert Directive
	Notes:

	PSL Language Structure Pyramid
	Notes:

	PSL Embedded in VHDL Code
	Notes:


	These are a mixture of PSL language rules, and Questa implementation rules.
	The PSL standard does not specify how PSL is used, this is up to the tool vendors, however many o...
	Questa also allows a psl begin/end comment format. This is needed if you want VHDL/Verilog statem...
	For example:
	architecture <name> or <entity> is
	...
	-- psl begin
	-- constant clk_prd : time := 50 ns;
	-- signal clk : Std_logic := '0';
	-- end
	...
	begin
	...
	-- psl begin
	-- clk <= not clk after clk_prd;
	-- property p is always {a ; b} @rising_edge(clk);
	-- assert p;
	-- end
	end architecture <name>;
	The latest version of the VHDL LRM includes the PSL language, and so PSL statements can be added ...
	As yet Questa does not implement this part of the VHDL LRM, and at the moment it is still necessa...
	vunits
	Notes:


	NOTE: Questa currently supports only design entity or entity(architecture) (Verilog: Module) bind...
	The mixing of Embedded PSL with vunits might occur where different people have generated the PSL....
	The following gives a verilog flavor vunit:
	vunit <vunit-name> ( <module-name> ) {
	default clock = (posedge clk);
	property foo = always {...}; assert foo;
	}
	vunit Binding by Name
	Notes:


	If the vunit is bound only to an entity, with no architecture specified, it only has access to th...
	A cut down Verilog version of the above is shown below. It is important to remember that Verilog ...
	module Queue( ...);
	input qClk, qInsert, qRemove;
	input [31:0] qDataIn;
	...
	assign qError = (qInsert && qFull) ||(qRemove && qEmpty);
	assign qFull = full;
	assign qEmpty = empty;
	...
	endmodule
	vunit QueueRules (Queue) {
	default clock = (posedge qClk);
	assert never
	{(qFull & qInsert); qEmpty};
	...
	}
	Modeling Layer
	Notes:

	PSL Examples
	Notes:

	Design Block Diagram
	Notes:

	Verify That Reset Occurs
	Notes:


	There is an operator that would give a rising edge on reset, we will look at it in a later module.
	Verify Read & Write Responses
	Notes:

	Verify cs De-Asserts After R/W
	Notes:

	Module Summary
	Notes:

	Lab 1
	Notes:

	Architects
	Notes:

	Designer
	Notes:

	Verification Engineer
	Notes:

	Solutions to Earlier Questions
	Notes:


	Solutions to Earlier Questions (Cont.)
	Notes:

	Solutions to Earlier Questions (Cont.)
	Notes:

	Note the first solution does not need to be
	always({(not req); (req and (not ack))} |=> { (req and not ack) [*0 to 19] ; ack; (not ack)})
	The 'and not ack' is implicitly present, because as soon as an ack occurs the next phase in the s...
	Solutions to Earlier Questions (Cont.)
	Notes:

	The above solution takes the description as a whole, and looks at the best way to implement it. T...
	An assertion is put in to ensure that when both bsy and sel go low, that they are low for at leas...
	Having done this, it is unnecessary to include the check for 5 cycles on the main assertion. Bsy ...
	The key is to identify the real triggers, and to try to write a set of properties that minimise t...

	Module 2 Assertion Based Verification in Questa
	Objectives
	Upon completion of this module, you will have discussed:
	How to compile designs containing assertions
	How to simulate designs containing assertions
	Use of the Assertion window
	Setting options
	Interaction with wave window
	Debugging with assertions: Dataflow windows
	Assertion commands
	Use of the Assertion Thread Viewer (ATV)
	Recommended usage
	Questa for PSL and ABV
	Notes:

	Using PSL With Questa
	Notes:

	Compiling PSL for Questa
	Notes:


	If you compile with the -nopsl switch then the assertions will be treated as comments.
	Compiling PSL for Questa (Cont.)
	Notes:

	If you compile with the -nopsl switch then the assertions will be treated as comments.
	If you have mixed styles, embedded and separate, all the above commands are relevant to your design.
	Simulating PSL With Questa
	Notes:


	Simulating PSL With Questa (Cont.)
	Notes:
	Assertion Controls — Requirements
	Notes:


	Note that the above comments refer specifically to a dynamic environment. Some of the points may ...
	While it would be necessary to have all assertions enabled during a simulation being used for des...
	It is not necessary to do anything but continue if an assertion passes, so there is only a need t...
	Continue would give you a good idea for the quality of the overall simulation, as it would run th...
	Break would allow you to investigate each failure in turn, but then carry on to the next one.
	Stopping the simulation could be useful to, for example if you were running a long simulation in ...
	Assertion Observability — Requirements
	Notes:


	Note that the above comments refer specifically to a dynamic environment. Some of the points may ...
	Questa addresses each of these, as we will see in the next pages.
	By having a separate window for assertions it is easy to see all the information one needs about ...
	The assertions are shown hierarchically, so that it is possible to expand them in the window, and...
	As with many other Questa windows, there are good links to the source window.
	The ability to debug errors in assertions is helped by being able to see the wave display, and th...
	Assertion Browser Window
	Notes:


	The following notes give some explanation for some of the columns. For more information see the Q...
	The Failure field shows when that particular assertion is enabled to check for Failures of the co...
	The Pass field when that particular assertion is enabled to check for Passes of the condition, or...
	Note that when their respective limits have been reached, both Pass and Fail checks are automatic...
	The False Count and Pass Count field counts the total number of times the assertion has failed or...
	Note that restarting the simulation resets both Failure and Passes count fields to zero. The rest...
	The Vacuous Count field counts the total number of times the assertion has passed vacuously in th...
	The Attempt Count field counts how many times the assertion has been attempted. This is the numbe...
	The Active Count field shows the number of active assertions at the current time.
	The Failure Action field lists the action that Questa takes when the assertion fails that condition.
	The Failure Log and Pass Log columns identify whether these assertions will appear in the transcr...
	The Failure Limit and Pass Limit show the number of identified failures, or passes (respectively)...
	The ATV field shows if the Assertion Thread Viewer is active and available for this assertion.
	If the EOS Note field is enabled for an assertion, then an error message will occur at the end of...
	It is possible to expand an assertion to see the assertion hierarchy where named sequences, and o...
	All of these columns can be hidden/shown using the pulldown menu in the column heading row, or th...
	Assertion Settings
	Notes:


	Selecting a particular assertion allows it to be enabled for Failure or Pass conditions and wheth...
	The options for actions on failure of a condition are continue, break, or exit.
	The Change dialog will allow more further control of assertions.
	Configure Selected Assertions Dialog Box
	Notes:


	This allows the user to change the settings for either Failure assertion checking or Pass asserti...
	Assertions can be enabled or Disabled,
	Logging has On/Off options for both pass and failures:
	Limit has options: Limited; Unlimited
	If limited is chosen, it is possible to set the limit in the box below
	Action has options Continue; Break; Exit; or a TCL subroutine to be executed on the action. The a...
	It is possible to set all of these via the command line. Using the dialog to set the options resu...
	assertion pass -log on -recursive {/uart_tb/i1/i3/assert__1 }
	assertion action -cond pass -exec continue {/uart_tb/i1/i3/assert__1 }
	The command line written in the transcript from the above dialog will specify exactly the asserti...
	Assertions in Wave Window
	Notes:


	The assertion, seen with the mauve triangle, is a hierarchical signal. If the signal is expanded ...
	Vectored Signals are seen with hierarchy, and it is possible to expand them to see the individual...
	Note that some assertions can be repeated (eg where an always directive has been used) but some a...
	The Active Threads line shows you how many threads are actually active. By expanding this, you ca...
	If the wave window is 'docked' use the Wave > Assertion Debug menu item to open the Assertion deb...
	Assertion Text in Main Window
	Notes:


	The failures shown here are due to the fact that these two assertions did not occur at any time i...
	However the simulator cannot tell that a simulation has completed until either you do a restart (...
	Enabling the Assertion Thread Viewer (ATV)
	Notes:


	You must do the following before the atv log command:
	ï use the +acc=a argument with the vopt command or -voptargs=+acc=a argument with the vsim command
	ï use the -assertdebug argument with the vsim command
	Viewing the ATV
	Notes:


	Viewing the ATV (Cont.)
	Notes:
	Debugging Assertions in the ATV
	Notes:


	The thread viewer pane is on the right, and shows the progress of the assertion threads over time...
	The expression pane is on the left, and is a hierarchical representation of the assertion. Going ...
	Each term that has children can be expanded or collapsed in the viewer by clicking on the '+' and...
	At the split point for the expanded expressions the expression pane shows the operator between th...
	Debugging Assertions in the ATV (Cont.)
	Notes:

	Local variables are part of System Verilog, not PSL, so are not included here. If looking at an S...
	Debugging Assertions in the ATV (Cont.)
	Notes:
	PSL Debug Process
	Notes:


	In the window shown you can see that assertion passes were enabled as well.
	PSL Debug Process (Cont.)
	Notes:

	The assertion window context is normally tied to the structure in the Main window. It shows the a...
	When a simulation breaks due to an assertion failure the assertion window shows the assertion tha...
	It is possible to add assertions to the waveform window before running the simulation.
	Note that by enabling the assertions you are logging them so that you may see them in the wave wi...
	PSL Debug Process (Cont.)
	Notes:

	PSL Debug Process (Cont.)
	Notes:

	Expanding the assertion in the wave window, and comparing it to the assertion definition in the s...
	In the above case we_n should have been high for both Boolean expressions in the sequence, howeve...
	This enables you to follow the next stage in the analysis.
	PSL Debug Process (Cont.)
	Notes:

	This shows the Thread Viewer for the previous assertion. Having enabled it from the failing wavef...
	It is clear from this that the [*0 to 14] part of the assertion is used. At each clock cycle both...
	PSL Debug Process (Cont.)
	Notes:

	The Dataflow window allows you to easily see what is driving the signal that causes the problem, ...
	In this case it leads us immediately to the point where we_n is defined. Only one of the refresh ...
	In the example shown here the assertion catches the error in 6100 ns. If the testbench had been s...
	Simulator PSL Commands
	Notes:


	As noted earlier, if you open the 'Set limit' dialog, it comes up with a limit of '1', as it assu...
	Assertion Pass Command
	Notes:


	This command allows you to control all the pass checks that you have seen in the Change Settings ...
	-enable and -disable control whether the assertion passes are checked or not.
	The -limit switch sets the number of times the assertion passes that will happen before the check...
	The -log switch controls whether a message for each assertion pass check is written to the transc...
	The default limit is 1. It is possible to change this default in the modelsim.ini file. See the U...
	Assertion Fail Command
	Notes:


	This command allows you to control all the fail checks that you have seen in the Change Settings ...
	-enable, -disable, -limit and -log work the same way as for the assertion pass command.
	In addition the -action switch defines the operation of the simulator when an assertion fail is d...
	'Continue' will simply note a failure, and log it in the transcript if logging is enabled.
	'Break' will pause the simulation at the point the failure occurs, but it is then possible to res...
	'Exit' halts the simulation and exits Questa.
	The default limit is 1, and the default action is continue. It is possible to change both of thes...
	Assertion Action Command
	Notes:


	For more detail see the the Questa SIM Reference Manual
	Assertion Count Command
	Notes:


	Wildcards work in the same way as for assertion pass or assertion fail commands.
	There are other switches, see the Questa Reference manual for more details.
	End of Simulation Note
	Notes:

	ATV Commands
	Notes:

	PSL and Simulator Performance
	Notes:


	The basic premise is that the more there is to an assertion the more the simulator will have to d...
	In the above example, not setting a timeout (using inf) means that if ack does not occur, the sim...
	Apart from being better for simulation performance, setting a timeout makes the property more com...
	PSL and Simulator Performance (Cont.)
	Notes:
	Questa PSL Support Status
	Notes:


	cli = command language interface
	Module Summary
	Notes:

	Lab 2
	Notes:

	Graphic Symbols for ATV
	Notes:



	Module 3 Functional Coverage With PSL
	Objectives
	Upon completion of this module, you will have discussed:
	Limitations of Code Coverage
	Functional Coverage
	o What it is
	o Limitations
	o Approaches

	PSL Cover Directive
	Implementation of Functional Coverage in Questa using PSL
	o Functional Coverage Windows and Menus
	o Examples

	Code Coverage
	Notes:


	Full consideration to Code Coverage and how to use it is given in other Courses. Alternatively se...
	Code Coverage (Cont.)
	Notes:

	Code Coverage is a useful tool. The fact that it can be run with no special setup, and with minim...
	Code coverage is all about controlability aspect, has it been possible to exercise a particular a...
	In terms of functionality it cannot identify where blocks have been left out completely, or wheth...
	Functional Coverage
	Notes:


	Functional Coverage (Cont.)
	Notes:
	Defining Functional Coverage
	Notes:

	Functional Coverage Questions
	Notes:


	This slide was in an earlier module, but is a good summary to end with to remind you of where usi...
	PSL Cover Directive
	Notes:


	The implicit [*] means that the cover statement:
	cover { r }
	is semantically the same as
	cover { * ; r }
	Thus the sequence is identified at the first point it is seen, regardless of when this is within ...
	PSL Cover Directive Examples
	Notes:


	It is possible to define the sequence directly, as in the first and second examples, with or with...
	It is also possible to define a named sequence, and then use it as which might also be used as pa...
	The final example uses hierarchical sequence development. The final cover statement here will be ...
	However care should be taken when using this practice. If the sequences involved operators such a...
	Questa PSL Functional Coverage Flow
	Notes:


	This summarizes the flow and we will look at it in more detail in the next few slides.
	It is important to remember that the functional coverage uses the cover directive, which consider...
	Compiling and Simulating
	Notes:

	Opening Functional Coverage Window
	Notes:

	Configuring Functional Coverage Directives
	Notes:


	Configuring Functional Coverage Directives (Cont.)
	Notes:
	Recursive Mode
	Notes:


	Regardless of the mode chosen, the wave view will only show the cover points.
	Configuring Functional Coverage
	Notes:


	The use of AtLeast and weights will be considered in shortly.
	Command line syntax can be found in the Command Reference Manual.
	Remember, when the dialog is used the command can be seen in the transcript, with all of the appr...
	Configuring Functional Coverage (Cont.)
	Notes:

	More than one directive can be selected at a time.
	Weighting
	Notes:

	Example Weighting Scenario
	Notes:

	AtLeast Counts
	Notes:

	Viewing Statistics
	Notes:


	The Name field lists the directive names and design units. Also any signals referenced in a direc...
	The Design Unit field identifies the design unit to which the directive is bound.
	The Design Unit Type field lists the HDL type of the design unit.
	The Enabled field shows a green check mark when a directive is enabled and a red X when the direc...
	The Count field shows how many times a directive has "fired" during the current simulation.
	The AtLeast field shows how many times a directive has to fire considered 100% covered.
	The Weight field shows the weighting factor that has been applied to the directive.
	The Cmplt% field shows the coverage percentage for a directive.
	The Cmplt graph field shows a graphical bar chart of the completion percentage. Directives with 1...
	Viewing Source and Waves
	Notes:


	Note that there is no concept of 'failure'. The sequence either occurred, or it didn't.
	Count Mode
	Notes:


	The count/temporal mode is simply a format option for the functional coverage wave views. It is p...
	Filtering
	Notes:

	Clearing
	Notes:

	Save Functional Coverage
	Notes:


	More detail on the Dialog contents can be found in the Questa GUI Manual
	Calculating Total Functional Coverage
	Notes:


	There are some things to remember when merging functional coverage databases:
	Directives in a saved database that aren't in the current simulation are ignored.
	If there are two identical comments then one of them will be ignored during the merge.
	If there are different "at_least" values for two identical directives then the maximum of them wi...
	If there are different weights for two identical directives then the maximum of them will be take...
	It is possible to delete or add levels of hierarchy in order to aggregate statistics.
	The reloaded database will replace any currently opened database unless you specify the Merge int...
	The fcover reload command must be run on a loaded simulation database. It cannot be used to simpl...
	For more information on vcover merge, see the command reference manual.
	Calculating Total Functional Coverage (Cont.)
	Notes:
	Functional Coverage Reports
	Notes:


	See the command Reference manual for full details of the command line switches.
	The Users' Manual contains full details of the XML tags that Questa uses to mark up the report ou...
	Functional Coverage Reports (Cont.)
	Notes:

	Functional Coverage Reports (Cont.)
	Notes:

	If a comment is attached to the database, it will be seen in the report above, below the line:
	Functional Coverage Comment:
	The above uses the 'Verbose Assertions and Covers' option in the Advanced Report Options.
	Understanding Functional Coverage Statistics
	Notes:

	Example Statistics Calculation
	Notes:

	Functional Coverage Review
	Notes:

	Module Summary
	Notes:

	Lab 3
	Notes:



	Module 4 More Assertion Techniques and Syntax
	Objectives
	Upon completion of this module, you will have discussed:
	Sequences
	Clocked SEREs
	Naming with parameters
	Composition operators
	Sequence length matching
	Overlapping sequences

	Properties
	Naming with parameters
	Strong versus weak operators
	Clocked properties

	More operators
	Directives
	Some coding guidelines
	Clocks
	Notes:


	Questa only accepts edge sensitive clock expressions, level-sensitive expressions are not allowed.
	Clocks (Cont.)
	Notes:

	The default clock only applies to directives, not named sequences or properties. These can be sep...
	You can see from this that the only way to obtain an unclocked directive is to not have a default...
	It is not possible to tell by just looking at the assertion alone whether it is clocked or not.
	Clocked SEREs
	Notes:


	Clocked SEREs are different from clocked Properties in that only one type of clock is available f...
	The dotted vertical lines in the diagram indicate the 3 stages in the sequence when considered fr...
	The sequence for when all are clocked on clk1 is {a; b; [1]; c}
	The sequence for when all are clocked on clk2 is {[1]; b; c}
	Named Sequences With Parameters
	Notes:


	Here we see a fuller example of how you can name sequences. Using parameters makes named sequence...
	Named Sequence Example
	Notes:


	In the example shown two sequences are defined. One a simple sequence in which the delay before t...
	The second sequence includes a sequence in the parameter list. It is a generic read operation, in...
	These two sequences can be used together, as is shown above. The parameter ba that is passed thro...
	Sequence Fusion Operator
	Notes:


	Example:
	Signal c must assert in same cycle as the second occurrence of signal b:
	{ a; b[->2] } : { c; d }
	Sequence OR Operator
	Notes:


	This takes the read and write example we used earlier, and uses one assert statement instead of t...
	assert always ({{rose(cs) and rw} | {rose(cs) and not rw}}
	|=> {[*5 to 12]; ack});
	Another example:
	signals a and c are not required to assert in the same cycle
	{ a; b } | { c; d }
	Note the operator is the same, regardless of the flavor of PSL in use. Remember that this is a Se...
	Sequence OR Operator Example
	Notes:

	Sequence Non-Matching AND Operator
	Notes:


	Again, the operator & is a PSL Sequence operator, not the Verilog Boolean operator.
	An example:
	signals a and d must assert in the same cycle but signals c and f don't have to assert in the sam...
	{ a; b[*2] ; c } & { d; e[*1] ; f }
	Sequence Matching AND Operator
	Notes:


	This is not the && operator used in Verilog boolean expressions, and should not be confused with ...
	An example:
	signals a and d must assert in the same cycle but signals c and f also have to assert in the same...
	{ a; b[*2] ; c } && { d; e[*2] ; f }
	Sequence Within Operator
	Notes:


	These are similar to the next, next_a and next_e families, but instead of checking based on every...
	This could be used if there is an enable condition of some kind on an operation.
	Named Properties With Parameters
	Notes:

	Named Property Example
	Notes:


	It should be noted here that the parameters that are passed are always valid sub elements of a pr...
	Thus they must be constants, boolean expressions, sequences or properties. They cannot be signals...
	So, for example, if you want something to happen when a std_logic vector = "value", you cannot pa...
	INCORRECT:
	property INCORRECT (sample_vec, res) is
	always {sample_vec = "value"} |-> {res = '1'};
	instantiated as:
	assert INCORRECT(ins_sample_vec, ins_res);
	CORRECT:
	property CORRECT (boolean sample_vec, boolean res) is
	always {sample_vec} |-> {res};
	instantiated as:
	assert CORRECT((ins_sample_vec = "value"), (ins_res = '1'));
	Note that in the second example the parameters passed are both boolean, both evaluating to true o...
	Strong versus Weak Operators
	Notes:


	Not all operators have weak and strong variants, but the '!' at the end of an operator name alway...
	Example of a Strong Operator
	Notes:


	With the strong operator until!
	ack must occur for the property to hold, and for there not to be an error.
	Example of a Weak Operator
	Notes:


	With the weak operator until
	The simulation may complete before the RHS is complete, and the property will still hold, and not...
	Choice of Terminating Cycle
	Notes:


	The '_' character at the end of an operator indicates a different point at which the earlier prop...
	Operator Families
	Notes:


	This slide shows all the options for the until family.
	Note that the syntax is:
	property_1 until property_2
	This does not work simply with sequences.
	These make no statement about the state of property_1 after property_2 has been asserted. It is p...
	next Family
	Notes:

	next_a and next_e Families
	Notes:


	Examples:
	req signal must remain inactive for at least 5 cycles after reset is removed.
	always ( rose(reset_n) -> (next_a[1 to 5] ( not req)));
	pci frame_n signal must occur within 3 cycles of grant being applied.
	always (gnt -> (next_e[1 to 3](not frame_n)));
	next, next_a and next_e Waveforms
	Notes:


	Note that the 3 waveforms for the next_e property are only three of many that could exist and sti...
	next, next_a and next_e Examples
	Notes:


	The last waveform above is correct, but might mean that you're not checking exactly what you thin...
	before Families
	Notes:


	The practical result of the '_' operator is slightly different here form what has been seen previ...
	The before family is similar to the until family, but there are important differences.
	If the Left Hand Operand (property_1) holds at the current cycle and the Right Hand Operand (prop...
	If the Right hand operand never holds:
	until!, until!_ Fails
	before! , before!_ Passes, providing the Left Hand operand holds at some point in the future.
	until, until_ Passes, providing the Left Hand operand holds forever
	before, before_ Passes, - vacuously!

	If the Left hand operand does not hold at the current cycle, but holds later:
	all until family Fails
	all before family Passes - depending on various conditions holding

	For more detail on the differences see the LRM.
	before and until Waveforms
	Notes:


	The above five waveforms all show situations which will pass some of the variants of the before a...
	There are many other possibilities. These waveforms just give a taste of the subtleties in these ...
	It is important to note that the Before operator ONLY work with Boolean expressions on both sides...
	For Until:
	The RHS of the relationship must be a simple Boolean Expression
	The LHS of the relationship may be an property or a Boolean Expression

	For Before:
	The LHS and RHS of the relationship must be a simple Boolean Expression

	Some situations which are allowed:
	Boolean until Boolean
	(Boolean -> next Boolean) until Boolean
	(Boolean -> eventually! Boolean) until Boolean
	({SERE |=> {SERE}) until Boolean
	(always{SERE}) until Boolean

	Note that the parts in bold above form a property, so meet the second of the requirements.
	Some situations that are NOT allowed:
	Boolean until {SERE}
	{SERE} until Boolean
	{SERE} until {SERE}
	before and until Examples
	Notes:

	Examples of until
	Notes:


	This shows the different results you can achieve with the until operator.
	The LHS property of the until operator changes with each of the variants, which is why they even ...
	The first assertion checks that at the sample point(or clock) when rose(arst_i) holds, the sr reg...
	To consider the operation of the second and third assertions you need to remember what the -> ope...
	The property (rose(arst_i) -> (sr = "00000000")) holds when
	* (not rose(arst_i)) is true (this is a vacuous hold)
	* rose(arst_i) and (sr = "00000000") are both true
	This property is effectively boolean, happening in one cycle.
	In the case of the second assertion, the entire assertion that the 'always' applies to is
	(rose(arst_I) -> (sr = "00000000")) until wb_ack_o
	This must hold whenever wb_ack_o is false (which it does in the above waveforms). The always will...
	You see this repeated every time there wb_ack_o becomes true.
	Much of the reasoning for the previous assertion still holds for the third assertion. However thi...
	The always is the Key left hand side operator to which the until applies, and the always will not...
	When the right hand side of the until operator becomes true the Left hand side of the operator is...
	If abort had been used instead of until, the assertion would have returned true, and the waveform...
	Finally, the fourth waveform has the until inside the implication check. The right hand side of t...
	((sr = "00000000") until wb_ack_o).
	Hence this property is checking that whenever the arst_i signal goes true, the sr register will s...
	Logical Property Operators
	Notes:


	Why use a property operator over a sequence or boolean operator? Only if you want to specify a di...
	Safety versus Liveness
	Notes:


	Non-negated weak operators mean that the property may either not complete at all, or must follow ...
	Consider a property to check an interface.
	always( req -> eventually! ack);
	This is a liveness property. It ensures that an ack does occur for a req, but checks nothing abou...
	always( {req} |=> {[0 to 4]; ack} );
	This is a safety property which ensures that the ack always occurs within 4 cycles after req has ...
	Examples of Safety and Liveness
	Notes:

	Clocked Properties
	Notes:


	The clock operator identifies when the directive sampling will take place. It is the assertion th...
	So if you have
	default clock is clk1;
	property p0 is always (a -> b);
	default clock is clk2;
	assert p0

	then the assertion will be evaluated at every clk2, not at every clk1
	Clock Property Examples
	Notes:


	a until! b
	a is true before b is asserted, (cycles 4 and 5), b is asserted at cycle 5, a is still asserted h...
	(a until! b)@clk1
	Cycles 3, 5, and 7 show the (a until! b) holding while the clock is true. It also holds during 2,...
	(c and (next! (a until! b)))
	This is true where c is true in one cycle and (a until! b) is true in the next. If we consider th...
	c is true in cycle 6, and next! (a until! b) is also true since the property (a until! b) is true...
	(c and (next! (a until! b))) @ clk1
	This is true where c is true in one sampled cycle (with clk 1) and (a until! b) is true in the ne...
	((c and (next! (a until! b)) @ clk1)@ clk2
	Here c is sampled with clk2, and (a until! b) is sampled with clk1. The following gives some idea...
	0 1 2 | 3 4 | 5 | 6 7 8 | 9
	a 0 0 0 | 1 1 | 1 | 0 0 0 | 0
	b 0 0 0 | 0 0 | 1 | 0 1 1 | 0
	clk1 0 1 0 | 1 0 | 1 | 0 1 0 | 1
	c 1 0 0 | 0 0 1 | 1 0 0 | 0
	clk2 1 0 0 | 1 0 0 | 1 0 0 | 1
	c holds for the clk2 sample in clk2 period 1, (at cycle 0) and (a unitl! b) holds for clk1 in the...
	The next time c is true for clk2 is in clk2 period 3. However clk2 period 4 (containing only cycl...
	So this property is valid only during cycle 0.
	When running a dynamic simulation with the properties involving 'next' you will not see an assert...
	General PSL Coding Guidelines
	Notes:


	General PSL Coding Guidelines (Cont.)
	Notes:

	The checking feature does mean that you can check for repeated occurrences, but should be used wi...
	Performance is impacted by a large number of concurrent checks. The longer the time range for eac...
	General PSL Coding Guidelines (Cont.)
	Notes:

	Simple subset restricts both never and eventually! operators to booleans and sequences.
	Module Summary
	Notes:

	Lab 4
	Notes:

	More before and until Waveforms
	Notes:


	These waveforms show a few of the corner case passing situations. It can be seen that in using th...
	The important thing for 'before' is that the LHS property occurs, and it is this that the 'strong...

	Module 5 Advanced Features
	Objectives
	Upon completion of this module, you will have discussed:
	More PSL Features
	o next_event operator family
	o Built-In Functions
	o Endpoints
	o LTL

	Questa Performance Flow
	Formal Verification
	o Modeling layer
	o Other Directives

	Summary
	next_event, next_event_a, next_event_e Families
	Notes:


	These are similar to the next, next_a and next_e families, but instead of checking based on every...
	This could be used if there is an enable condition of some kind on an operation.
	Again the RHS must be a property.
	Examples:
	stop signal must be set on the 8th occurrence of data valid.
	always ( burst_wr -> (next_event(data_valid) [8] (stop)));
	if a read request occurs with an ID of 1 then the next 4 data transfers must also have an ID valu...
	always (((rd_req) and (id = "001")) ->
	(next_event_a (data_valid) [1 to 4] (id = "001")));
	a high priority request requires one of the next 2 grants to be issued to a destination with an i...
	always ( pri_req -> next_event_e(gnt)[1 to 2](id > "0011"));
	next_event, next_event_a and next_event_e Waveforms
	Notes:


	As with the next_e waveforms in the previous waveform diagram, the 3 waveforms for the final exam...
	The value of the property is undefined when the boolean expression is false. It could hold at the...
	next_event, next_event_a and next_event_e Examples
	Notes:

	%for Construct
	Notes:


	PSL also allows pre-processing directives of cpp, eg #define, #ifdef, #else, #include and #undef.
	cpp = C pre-processor
	%if Construct
	Notes:

	Built-In Functions
	Notes:


	prev(expr) returns the value of the expression in the previous cycle with respect to the clock ap...
	next(boolean) returns the value in the next cycle. Here the cycle is not related to the clock of ...
	Built-In Functions (Cont.)
	Notes:

	Built-In Functions (Cont.)
	Notes:
	LTL Operators
	Notes:

	Endpoints
	Notes:

	Endpoints With Parameters
	Notes:


	Here we see an example of how you can name endpoints. Using parameters makes endpoints even more ...
	Using Endpoints
	Notes:


	The endpoints are treated as 'signals' by the VHDL. As other signals they are visible in the Obje...
	The symbol for endpoints in the wave window is a purple diamond.
	The symbol for assertions is a purple triangle and for cover points is a purple chevron.
	Using Endpoints - Restrictions
	Notes:

	Using Endpoints - Examples
	Notes:

	Performance Flow
	Notes:

	Performance Flow Features
	Notes:

	Verification Unit Inheritance
	Notes:


	Vunit Inheritance is only allowed in the Performance Flow.
	Vunit Inheritance Example
	Notes:

	Formal Verification
	Notes:


	The OBE operators are defined in the PSL Language Reference Manual. They will not be considered h...
	Modeling Layer
	Notes:

	Directives in Formal Verification
	Notes:


	This course is not going into detail about these directives, as they are not relevant to Questa. ...
	vunit, vprop and vmode
	Notes:


	Vunit inheritance also depends on the type of Verification Unit involved. The full description ca...
	Module Summary
	Notes:

	PSL Summary
	Notes:

	Questa PSL Support
	Notes:


	PSL and SystemVerilog Assertions: Same assertion browser, cli commands, etc. will apply to both e...
	cli = command language interface
	Questa PSL Support Status (Cont.)
	Notes:
	PSL IEEE 1850 Specification
	Notes:

	IEEE 1850 Changes
	Notes:


	IEEE 1850 Changes (Cont.)
	Notes:

	IEEE 1850 Changes (Cont.)
	Notes:

	IEEE 1850 Changes (Cont.)
	Notes:

	IEEE 1850 Changes (Cont.)
	Notes:

	IEEE 1850 Changes (Cont.)
	Notes:
	Summary of Where to Use Assertions
	Notes:


	This slide was in an earlier module, but is a good summary to end with to remind you of where usi...
	Course Summary
	Notes:

	Lab 5 (Optional)
	Notes:







